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About:

Luis Rojo de Castro graduated from the Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura de Madrid, where he has taught design since 1992. He has a master’s degree at the Graduate School of Design, Harvard University, and a PhD in Architecture at the Polytechnic University of Madrid, with a dissertation on the contaminations of Le Corbusier’s discourse with the instruments of Surrealism during the 1920’s. He is currently Coordinator of the PhD Program at the ETSAM.

Rojo de Castro and Begoña Fernández-Shaw are co-founders of ROJO/ FERNÁNDEZ-SHAW architecture, an architectural practice in Madrid, Spain. Their work was published in numerous international professional journals and were selected for the Spanish Architecture Bienale, the Biennale di Venezia, and the FAD prize. As a result of his academic and research practice, his writings on contemporary architecture have been published in A+U, El Croquis, Cassabella, Tectónica, Revista Arquitectura, CIRCO, etc.

Rojo de Castro and his partner are currently involved in the construction of the new faculty of Sciences for the UNED in Las Rozas, Madrid, and the International Centre for Economic and Social Studies in Majadahonda, Madrid. Their firm has recently completed the Sports Centre of Alcazar de San Juan, Ciudad Real.
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Books listed above are available in the CCNY Architecture Library except where noted.
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Articles listed above are available in the CCNY Architecture Library except where noted.

**Website:**

RojoFernández-Shaw Arquitectos. [http://www.rojofernandezshaw.es](http://www.rojofernandezshaw.es)

RojoFernández-Shaw Arquitectos on Architizer. [architizer.com/firms/rojo-fernandez-shaw-arquitectos](architizer.com/firms/rojo-fernandez-shaw-arquitectos)
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